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ABSTRACT 
 
One of the most populair tourist resort in Semarang is The Marina Coastal Area. Development 
of Marina Coastal Area for holiday resort will increasing the total numbers of garbage due to 
the visitors activity. At the moment, the garbage handling in this area is still very simple. The 
garbage produced was spreading on along the coastal area, there was no specific arrangement 
to reduce the number of garbage, it was only burned. This can produced dioxin hazard which 
will be harmful to the environment. To over come this problem, therefore, application of the 
concept integrated handling garbage toward Zero Waste will be the best solution. The integrated 
handling garbage concept consist of the activities to reduce, selection, gathering, reusing, 
distributing, and to treat with several aspect approach as follows Law Enforcement, Capacity 
Building, Technical Operation, Cost Benefit and Increasing The Role of Community. The 
concept will also can be developed to be system of integrated handling garbage.  
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